The Thirty Years War
The Battle of Lützen, November 1632

And the Emergence
of Pre-Modern Europe
1618 -1648

Part 2

Preliminaries
• Please stay muted to
avoid background
noise
• Use your chat box to
ask questions.

Maximillian I of Bavaria
• 1573 – 1651 (Duke & Elector after 1597)
• Very loyal catholic prince of the HRE
• Jesuit educated & Ferdinand II’s cousin

• Had a strong home-grown army of Bavarian troops.
• Was tasked to carry out the imperial mandate in
Donauworth in 1607.
• Organized the Catholic League in 1609 and became its
military arm.
• Initially refused to allow Ferdinand into the League.
• Joined with Ferdinand in 1619 and put his army at the
service of the empire for the duration of the TYW.
• Result: Bavaria was trashed by the anti-Imperial forces
(Sweden) late in the war.

John George I of Saxony
• Elector of Saxony (1611 – 1659)
• Had a home-grown army of as many as 20,000
• He was a “soft” Lutheran who:
• Helped get Ferdinand elected Emperor
• But Edict of Restitution and his inability to get a
special dispensation caused him great concern

• He switched sides in 1631 (Tilly’s invasion)
• He switched sides again in 1635 (The Treaty of
Prague)
• Result: Saxony was trashed by both sides and
ended the war a complete basket case.

Ferdinand II
• A dogmatic Catholic determined to stamp
out Protestantism within the HRE (Here is
the root cause of the war!)
• In 1595 becomes ruler of Austrian
Hapsburg lands.
• In 1617, he is elected King of Bohemia (The
Estates) by a majority consisting of
Catholics and pragmatic Protestants.
• Why would Protestant leaders support
Ferdinand??
• He immediately starts moving the Estates in the
direction of the counter-reformation. He rejects
the Letter of Majesty and the Peace of
Augsburg.
• Selects two zealous Catholic administrators to
run the Estates as he desires.

Ferdinand II

The Bohemian Revolt
• By 1618, the leadership of Bohemia (made up of
mostly zealous protestants) had enough of Ferdinand's
re-catholicization and decided to put an end to it.
• 23 May, 1618 – The Defenestration of Prague led by Count
Thurn
• Accepted as the start date of the Thirty Years War

• The revolt rapidly spreads through Bohemia and into
Austria & Hungary
• Gabriel Bethlen leads revolt in Hungary (with Ottoman help)
• This will spark off and on as a separate war between Poland and
Hungarian Protestants until 1629 when Bethlen dies.

• Bohemians offer the throne to Frederick V of Palatine (and
any other Protestant who might be interested)
• Ferdinand asks for help from his Spanish cousin (Philip III).
Frederick V of Palatine

The Defenestration of Prague
Angels or Manure?

The Bohemian Revolt (2)
• Initially things look good for the Protestant Union Army

• The Uskok War meant the Imperial Army was tied up in northern Italy (truce signed in
November 1618)
• Hoped for support of England (Serious misread of James I)
• However, Elizabeth drew much “unofficial” support (“The Jewell of Europe” )

• Thurn leads the Union army unopposed through Austria to Vienna and begins an
unsuccessful siege.
• Spain cannot help because of the upcoming end of the 12-year truce. (1621)

• The Bohemians were looking for a compromise but in March 1619, Emperor
Matthias died.
• Ferdinand II is elected Holy Roman Emperor, and all hope of compromise
ended.
• The Union officially deposed Ferdinand as King of Bohemia and installed
Frederick V. (Nov. 1619)

•War is now inevitable!

The Bohemian Revolt (3)
• However, things quickly begin to turn against the Union
• Protestant Saxony (John George I) joins the League army.
• The League army (5000 under Bucquoy) defeats a small Union army (3000
under Mansfeld) at Sablat (June 1620)
• Causes Savoy to stop it’s support of the Union (cuts off money)
• Cuts off Thurn and forces him to quit the siege of Vienna
• The Imperial army returns to Austria

• The League army joins with the Imperial army under the command of Count
Tilly (good): Christian I of Anhalt takes over the Union army (bad)
• Both forces now number about 30,000 men.
• Tilly now invades Bohemia and Christian attempts to keep between Tilly and
Prague but avoids battle.

The Bohemian Revolt (4)
• On 8 November 1620, Christian with a much smaller force takes
position on the White Mountain just outside Prague. 15K men vs.
27K: very bad weather.
• Tilly launches a major surprise attack and soundly defeats the
Protestant Union army. (4000 lost vs. 700) The Union army flees to
Prague.
• The Imperial army follows it into the city and takes over.
•
•
•
•

Union army destroyed
Old Town Executions (27 beheaded & 23 hung)
The union is officially dissolved
The revolt collapses and Frederick and Elizabeth escapes to Holland

Count Tilly

Christian I of Anhalt

The Bohemian Revolt (5)
• For the war to be over, it will require only 4 relatively simple things:
•
•
•
•

Frederick to seek a pardon
Spain to decide not to intervene or not be asked
Disband what remains of the Protestant army
Ferdinand to pay his war debts

• Amazingly, not one of these things happens!
• In fact, in each case the opposite happens.

The Bohemian Revolt (6)
• Ferdinand orders all Protestants to convert or leave Frederick’s lands
• 83% of all nobles left
• In 1618, there were 3M people in Bohemia; by 1648 there were 800K.
• Frederick’s lands are given to Catholic nobles

• The War should be over. The League has won. Why isn’t it?
• Ferdinand's intransigence (executions, anti-protestant edicts, etc.:)
• In addition, he needs to pay his debts

• At this late date, Spain decides to get involved (claim to be helping fellow Catholics
but actually wants to get absolute control of the “Spanish Road”)
• Frederick now is appealing for help from Protestant Europe which opens up national
opportunities for Denmark, Sweden & the Netherlands
• The Protestant Army reconstitutes with the help of the Dutch.

• France is becoming worried about a “Hapsburg Vice”

• The result is a war that will last for thirty years
• Germany will prove a useful battlefield for outsiders with national aspirations
• The war will no longer look like a religious war (if it ever really was one)

The Spanish Road
Despite all claims of religious and
dynastic goals, this was in fact the
Spanish strategic objective during
the entire TYW.
They could not win the 80 Years War
against Holland unless they
controlled this route.

The Nature of the War
• Most pre-modern Europeans were openly & deeply religious:
• Religion provided the only hope of a better (after) life
• “Solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, & short.” (Hobbes)

• There was a community responsibility to save their neighbors souls
• Even if they had to torture & kill them to do it.

• This animated the common folk towards religious warfare

• As a result, most nations engaged in the TYW claimed a religious mantle.
• Catholic: Spain, Catholic Princes of the HRE, Poland, Papacy, & the Emperor.
• Protestant: Protestant Princes of the HRE, Denmark, Sweden, England, Holland, &
Hungary.
• To add to the confusion however, Lutherans and Calvinists often hated each other
more than they hated Catholics.
• Then there is France; a catholic country fighting on the “Protestant” side
• Hapsburg policy is bad for the church and therefore it is okay to join the Protestants to defeat
the Hapsburgs to save the Catholic church(??)

• None of these claims were particularly accurate.

The Nature of the War (2)
• However, the rulers who actually caused and moved the war were not
animated by religion (C.V. Wedgewood):
• Ferdinand II while deeply religious, crushed the Bohemian revolt as a direct challenge to
his authority as King & Emperor.
• Denmark claimed to be supporting fellow Protestants, but its intervention was a simple
(poorly executed) land grab
• Sweden claimed to be supporting fellow Protestants but in reality, was looking to establish
itself as the dominant power in the Baltic and N. Europe.
• Spain claimed to be supporting fellow Catholics but was really looking to lock up control
of the Spanish Road which was necessary to win the 80 years war with Holland.
• Protestant Princes of the HRE were looking to gain independence from the Emperor and
the Pope.
• Holland was looking for independence from Spain.
• France, Hungary, & England were simply trying to limit Hapsburg power.

• Bottom Line: (Opinion) Despite religious appearances, the war was always
really about the power of dynasty and embryonic nation states.

Other Wars
• The Eight Italian Wars (1494 – 1559)

• These were dynastic Hapsburg-Valois Wars
• “Dividing line” between modern & medieval warfare.
• Most of the tactics and weapons going into the TYW were first
employed in the later Italian Wars.
• Peace of Cateau-Cambrésis (1559) saw most of Italy under Spanish
Hapsburg rule.

• The 80 Years War (Dutch War of Independence: 1568 – 1648)
• Began as an attempt by Spain to return the Northern (Protestant)
Dutch Provinces to the Catholic Church.
• The United Provinces declared independence in 1568.
• A 12 year truce was signed in 1609 secured Dutch borders.
• Dutch were a major factor in starting the TYW (money and
encouragement to Frederick V of Palatine).
• In 1621 fighting resumed as a part of the TYW with Holland
claiming to support the Protestant revolt in the HRE and Spain
claiming to support the Catholic Austrian Hapsburgs. Neither was
really interested in the HRE.
• Always the real objective of Spain.
• Became the exile home of Frederick V.

Other Wars (2)
• The Ottoman Empire’s interest (1618 – 1620)
• The Hapsburgs had long since seen themselves as the eastern bulwark against
the Ottoman Empire which clearly desired to expand west into Europe.
• The Ottomans entered the TYW by bribing Gabriel Bethlen to revolt in

Hungary (1618). They then invaded Poland (a Hapsburg ally). (The
Polish-Ottoman War (1620 – 1621).
• A major Polish victory at the Battle of Khotyn (Oct 1621) combined with
the Protestant defeat at White Mountain and internal issues to their
east forced the Ottomans to quit the TYW.

The Battle of Khotyn – Oct 1621

The Palatinate Phase (1621 – 1625)
• Bethlen maintained his revolt unassisted until Ferdinand bought him off with
the Peace of Nikolsburg in 1621. Hungary remains part of Ferdinand’s empire.
• With Bohemia now completely pacified, Ferdinand goes after Frederick’s
homeland of the Palatinate.
• Frederick’s army has not recovered from White Mountain and rather than
fight a losing battle it flees to Holland by 1622.
• The Union army now under Christian of Brunswick reinvades in 1623 and in
August gets caught by Tilly just south of the Dutch border. It is annihilated
(13000 of 15000 men) (Battle of Stadtlohn).
• Using Spanish troops, the League initiates a number of sieges which
completely pacifies (and devastates) the Palatine by 1624.
• Frederick signs a peace accord with Ferdinand.
• What’s left of the rebellion after White Mountain is now completely crushed.
• The War should really be over now………but???

Enter the foreigners

Battle of Stadtlohn – August 1623

• Frederick would sign an armistice
with Ferdinand but peace was short
lived. (Frederick died in 1623)
• In 1624 Cardinal Richelieu becomes
France’s Chief Minister.
• England, France, Holland, Sweden,
Denmark, Savoy, Venice, and
Brandenburg would form an alliance
to fight Spain and the HRE.

The Danish Intervention (1625–1629)
(The Kejserkrigen)
• What was Christian IV of Denmark thinking?

• He was also a Protestant Prince of the HRE (Duke of Holstein) as well as Elizabeth of
Bohemia’s uncle.
• Hapsburg victory threatened Denmark’s sovereignty and economy
• Saw an opportunity to gain control of northern Germany

• France & England put up money for the Danish intervention.
• National and dynastic considerations
• James I makes a family contribution (Christian is also his uncle)

• 1625, Christian invades northern Germany with 35,000 men.
• A modern well-equipped Danish army of 15000 plus
• 20000 tough experienced British (mostly Scottish) mercenaries

• As Tilly clearly could not deal with the Danish invasion, Ferdinand sought
help and got it from….

One of the most enigmatic and important characters of the War

Albrecht von Wallenstein
• A converted Catholic, extremely rich and an experienced war
leader
• Agreed to raise an army for Ferdinand (initially raised 50,000
men)
• His army was sustained by “bellum se ipsum alet”. (!)
• He met and defeated the Danes
handily at Dessau Bridge (April 1626)
• Tilly then handed them a very costly defeat
at Lutter (August 1626)
• 8500 Danes lost to only 200 Imperial soldiers
• Christian IV had proven to be a terrible general.
• The Danes retreat back to Denmark and Wallenstein follows,
invades and lays waste to Jutland but is unable to
capture Copenhagen (no Navy).

Christian IV of Denmark

Model of the imperial gun
emplacements at Lutter

The Danish Intervention (1625–1629) (2)
• Christian regroups his army and having not learned his lesson attacks
Wallenstein at Wolgast and is severely beaten again (Sept. 1628)
• Christian throws in the towel and negotiates a peace treaty (really a
surrender); the Treaty of Lübeck in May 1629.

• Denmark agrees to never interfere with the HRE internal affairs again
• Note that in this negotiation, both Ferdinand and Christian ignore Sweden which
tried to be involved and was dismissed out of hand.

• Wallenstein’s army is now >130,000 men and is the absolute dominant
force in Germany. This is now causing distrust and anxiety among the other
Catholic princes and Ferdinand himself.
• However, with Denmark’s surrender and Wallenstein’s military dominance,
the War should now really be over but……once again, Ferdinand overplays
his hand.

In a major blunder, he issues …

The Edict of Restitution
• Ferdinand issues “The Edict of Restitution” in May 1629:

• The Edict returned to the Catholics any land that had become Protestant under the Peace
of Augsburg (that’s 77 years worth of transfers)
• No Protestants could buy church land or own previous church land.
• Bans Calvinism outright.
• Basically Ferdinand is saying he can alter laws & legal decisions at will.
• Given his military dominance (Wallenstein), there was nothing Protestants could do about
it except complain.

• Now he gathered the key HRE princes and demanded that they elect his son
“King of the Romans”. They refused unless he dismissed Wallenstein which
was agreed to in August 1630. (Regensburg Electoral Congress)
• The Edict alarmed all of Europe (esp. Richelieu (too much Hapsburg power))
and gave Sweden an excuse to intervene (“….to put an end to the persecution
of Protestants”)

And as a result……The War goes on.

The Edict of Restitution

A side show
• The War of Mantuan Succession (1628-1631)

• In 1627, the Duke of Mantua died without heirs
• France (supported by the Pope) & the HRE both put forth claimants
• In July 1630, France wins the Battle of Veillane but….

• Imperial forces captured Mantua after a long siege just one week later.
• A brutal sacking of the city followed

• However, the Swedish Intervention forced Ferdinand to return his army to Germany
• This left France a free hand

• In June of 1631, the Papal/French candidate was
confirmed by the Treaty of Cherasco, but
• The Bourbons & the Hapsburgs were now serious enemies
• France now felt justified to overtly help the Protestant side.
• This is considered by some historians the “turning point”
of the TYW.

enemies.

The Swedish Intervention (1630-1635)
• Gustavus Adolphus: What was he thinking?

• Spent last 13 years resolving long standing issues in the Baltic including a truce with
Poland
• Had by now a highly experienced, well led, and well equipped army
• Probably really did have concerns for the Protestants of Germany but…
• Was much more concerned about Hapsburg power and expanding his own power in
Northern Germany & the Baltic region.
• Was highly encouraged by Richelieu’s offer of $160M/year to invade.
• The treaty of Stettin (1630) provided the legal framework for his invasion,
• Provided Sweden with an additional $10M/year and:

• The Edict gave him all the political cover he felt he needed.

• In July 1630, he landed 25,000 men into Pomerania.
• At this time the empire had two armies of ≈ 85,000 men each.
• This was not as lop sided as it appeared.

• Adolphus was able to hire many mercenaries who had previously
been in Wallenstein’s army and the Danish army.
• Swedish military discipline.

The Swedish Intervention (1630-1635) (2)
• Adolphus spent the first year acquiring additional forces, capturing
a number of important northern cities (Frankfort & Stettin) and
thereby pacifying Pomerania. He also tried and failed to sign on
allies among the German Protestant princes.
• He was unable to save the Protestant city of Magdeburg from a
horrendous sacking (May 1631)
• Started with 30,000 people; < 5000 survived.
• “Magdeburgization” (Magdeburgisieren)
• “Magdeburg justice”

• In August 1631, Adolphus had firm control of northern Germany
but Tilly was determined to force him to battle.
• Both sides now have ≈ 100,000 men but cannot concentrate that.

Swedish Control Of Pomerania

Summer of 1630

August 1631

First Battle of Breitenfeld
• (September 1631): Overwhelming Swedish Victory
• 24,000 Swedes & 18,000 very unreliable Saxons take on an Imperial army of 35,000.
• Casualties: 5550 vs. 27,000 (The Imperial army was annihilated.)

• This battle had a major impact on the war
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Imperial army had to be rebuilt
Tilly was seriously wounded and died 6 months later.
Ferdinand was forced to recall Wallenstein
The Swedish army was clearly the best in Germany and growing.
The French increased the subsidy to Sweden
A number of important German princes now allied themselves with Sweden.
• Hanover, Hesse, Brandenburg, & Saxony

• The fundamental balance of power had shifted from Ferdinand and the
Catholic League to the Protestant Princes and Sweden.
• There now was truly no end in sight.
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The Swedish Campaign of 1632
• Goal was to establish a Swedish empire in Northern Germany.
• Each side had ≈ 100,000 men
• This was an extremely destructive phase of the TYW
• Five battles in one year:
• Bamberg (Close Swedish victory)
• Lech (Swedish decisive victory)
• Wallenstein takes over at this point.

• Fürth (Indecisive)
• Alte Viste (minor Imperial victory)
• Steinau (Swedish victory)

The Battle of Lützen
• In November 1632, Wallenstein attacks Saxony in an effort to break the alliance
between Saxony and Sweden. Sweden comes to Saxony’s aid.
• Adolphus (19,000 + 60 guns) forces a battle on Wallenstein (22,000 + 24
guns)(November 1632 in bad weather)
• Both sides lose about 5000 men but the Swedes successfully drive off the
Imperial forces (the strategic goal) but at a terrible cost
• Adolphus is killed in the battle.
• Pappenheim was also killed
• It was a grim and terrible battle between two experienced, fresh, well-trained and
well-equipped armies. Swedish cannon made the difference.

• Wallenstein retreats back into Bohemia.
• As a result of the death of Adolphus, the protestant forces lose direction and a
balance of sorts is established for the time being. However, Sweden has
achieved it’s strategic goal of a northern Swedish empire.

The Death of Gustav II

Questions
and
Discussion
Next Week: The
Peace of Westphalia

